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About This Game
One of the longest running independent games on the Internet, UniBall has evolved from a simple version of space hockey into
an online multiplayer e-sport that is uniquely its own.
The basics remain simple and easy to learn: you maneuver, you pass and you shoot in order to score goals.
But beyond this simple design lies a surprisingly complex game involving teamwork and individual skill that can take a lifetime
to master.
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Title: UniBall
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
StormBrewers
Publisher:
StormBrewers
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: x86
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: N/A
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 180 MB available space
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Very short game, with beautiful graphics. There are no instructions on how to play this game, so I recommend using the guide.
Also, remember to use Shift + Arrow to move faster.. Obviously very early on in development, the game has a lot of potential
and is a lot of fun.
Currently, it only really seems to have one finished map but it looks like the second one is almost done (just missing cameras).
The goal of this game depends on what team you're on. You're either one of the coppers or a robber.
As a robber you try to get away with a successful heist. You win if you get to a getaway helicopter with 40,000 buckaroos or if
the police mess up and shoot a civilian. You lose if you get shot or time runs out (it resets when you pick up money).
As a cop, you try to catch (shoot) the conniving culprit coveting your banks currency. You win if you shut down the thief before
they escape and complete a successful heist and you lose if you lose both your lives in the attempt or lose your job after shooting
a civilian (this part I find unrealistic. The facing consequences for your actions part).

Each of these team roles has various abilities and in the cases modifier masks on top of those various classes.
Modifier masks change things like jump height and armour and will reveal your intents to be malicious upon their donning.
They are modifiers so while they are neat and add variety, they add nowhere near the amount of the class roles offered.
The various classes actually change the way you play completely. From the spy as a copper where you can pretend to be a
civilian, hiding in plain sight and flipping the script on the nefarious nerdowells to the hacker robber class, letting you see
through the various cameras the bank thought would be antithetical to the act you attempt to commit.

Balance wise, some classes seem vastly more useful than others (the Heavy class for instance has a helicopter rescue that doesn't
seem all that useful on current maps), but I imagine they will all find their places when the game gets more maps finished.
As for cops vs robbers balance, Im still undecided. At first without really paying too close attention to how the mechanisms
worked, it seemed almost impossible for the robber to get away successfully, but once you get to grips with how things work, Id
almost say thats the easier role.
As for player base, currently, if you're playing at prime time for your region, you might just be able to find someone to play
against 1v1, but obviously being a brand new game, that's clearly not finished, its best if you at the very least buy it for yourself
and a buddy where it'll be good fun for quite a while.

Some other small thoughts about the game: While given its rather light on resources aesthetics, it performs excellently probably
even on a toaster (though Im running on a 1070\/7700k both oced), has the minor problem of not allowing me to switch to my
other monitor with the dual setup that I have. It seems to lock your cursor in even when out of focus.
Another small annoyance is that the button to change team chat to all chat (which the game has (text chat), also opens up the
chat window which is just sort of cumbersome.
Otherwise, even if the game was to stop being developed today, right now(2018-06-17) (though it doesn't look like that'll be the
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case), id say its easily worth the price of a couple bucks for the amount of fun you'll get out of it.
Be sure to play through the tutorial or you'll wind up confused butting around with the controls for longer than you really need to
be. The tutorial is so short you'll feel like a muppet for not having done it first.. To be honest I actually don't really know of any
other blobbers (Does it count if you're just one dude?) this casual, especially not with procedural generation. Good for someone
who likes the genre and wants something to quickly play in their spare time.. Not a bad game. I feel like a lot of the other
reviews hit the nail on the head. I would say the controls are probably the biggest downfall of the game, though they aren't too
terrible. I think it was a rather short game, where as the multiple ending feature is literally just two different endings from a
choice that you make.
Overall though a solid game and definently worth a playthrough, at least twice to see both endings.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tmn3Yv2UzBo
. Right now this is the only thing remotely close to a survival horror VR experience for the vive.
And concidering the dev is still working on it; The price is phenomenal.
When I first installed it I had some technical issues. However, my problems were swiftly patched by a new build and I was
thrilled to redownload it.
I find it's best to play standing with an xbox controller.
I've had some startling moments. And the whole atmosphere of the game is creepy as heck.
I'd recomend this if you need to fill that horror hole in your Vive library.. This a very self aware game...and flipn hilarious
because of that....
SO please take the time to talk to everybody. I literlally LOLd ....
I grew up with 8bit rpgs on Sega like Phantasy star and games like Final Fantasy on NES and this to that as Galaxy Quest was to
Star Trek... A lampoon but in a weird way kinda better
The price is worth the few laughs I got from my choices alone and it places really smooth with that classic NES look...
Buy this its funny and good for a few laughs!. Since there is no saving option you have to start the game from the beginning
every time you leave the game. Very annoying.
Why not include a saving option in the menu. Very simple....
I shall resume playing only if this is fixed.
Too bad you have to wait to finish the level before saving. That is too long..... Game of Thrones - Beyond the Wall (Blood
Bound) DLC
The Story is Mors Westford 10 years before the events of the main game who has been posted on top of the wall for the first
time in his watch he and his other fellow brothers get attacked by wildlings and is taken hostage and forced to fight to the death
you must escape your cells and get back to the wall however the promise of telling us why Mors is called the butcher is not
really the epic story you were expecting George RR Martin to write because he probably didn't write it sadly unlike the main
game. The majority of the DLC is focused on the fights which get repetitive due to the lack of interesting dialog that follows
after it and the choices don't change the game and how the situations play outwhich is annoying but this is DLC for \u00a34 so
we can't really complain however this DLC is not worth \u00a34 but is worth buying with the game on a sale
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learnt lot from this game than from my Religious sudies class. Cool strategy game, mixed with some off color humor. Simple
game play, slowly evolving into more. I still don't know what the beer is used for...maybe it will eventually tell me!. Really
amazing game. Love, Love, Love it.. I thought this came with Hellboy? Guess I thought wrong.. This a really nice game. It's
really fun, simple and colourful, and the mechanics are very intuitive, although they still need some polish. I think 3rd person
VR is really great, surely it's less immersive but it's a good halfway between monitor games and pure 1st person VR.
The only complain I have is the graphics which are too simplistic, I wish there was more detail in the environments.
Definitely recommended.
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